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Things to Do:
1.  Signal & background modeling  

(including Digital Elevation Model; DEM) 
2.  Analysis of existing satellite images  

(e.g., GOES, Space Station)
3.  Acquisition of balloon-borne images & aerosol profiles  

(up to stratosphere, ~ 30 km)
4.  Developing a small satellite  

(e.g., cube-sat)

Twilight Satellite
A Sun-Synchronous Dawn-Dusk Orbiting Satellite

High contrast aerosol and sub-visual cloud observations, 
surface is dark, atmosphere still illuminated above a certain altitude 

=> increased SNR, altitude resolution

Perpetual Twilight at Earth's Terminator (NASA, International Space Station, 01/20/12) 
Don Pettit: "Twice a year, near the winter and summer solstices, the orbit of space station nearly parallels the 

terminator—the fuzzy line separating day from night on the surface below. For a period of about a week, we live 
in what seems like perpetual twilight, being in neither full daylight nor full night. Our orbit follows the terminator, 
so that space station is constantly sunlit. From this vantage I can see both day and night simply by swiveling my 

head from left to right. But the night is not really dark, and the day is lit by low-angle rays from the sun.”

The term “twilight” refers to the time of day when the disk of the sun is just 
below the local horizon, while the sky overhead is illuminated by direct sunlight

Terrestrial Example: 
Notice how visible the thin layer of biomass burning smoke is 
against the dark, shadowed background.  
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Initial Collaboration with NASA Ames Research Center:
1. Design of dawn-dusk orbit
2. 3-d radiative transfer modeling
3. Acquisition and analysis of existing satellite images
4. Aiming toward development of a small satellite
Collaboration with Nevada NASA Space Grant Program
1. Toward balloon launches
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